AN ORDINANCE INSTITUTING TRICYCLE ZONES/ROUTES IN QUEZON CITY, DESIGNATING THEIR NUMBERING SCHEME AND FIXING THE RESPECTIVE ROUTE MEASURED CAPACITIES (RMC) THEREOF.


WHEREAS, on February 10, 1994 and November 10, 1994, the City Mayor, Honorable Ismael A. Mathay, Jr. met with all TODA officers citywide to address the recurring problems of tricycle operation in Quezon City;

WHEREAS, perceived in both meetings as the major problems were the fielding of uncontrolled number of unfranchised (colorum) tricycle units and the encroachments perpetrated by one TODA into the areas serviced exclusively by another;

WHEREAS, in attempting to meet such problems both parties agreed in principle to have all existing unfranchised (colorum) tricycle units legalized by recommending them for a grant of their respective franchises, and to have the metes and bounds of all existing tricycle zones/routes redefined so as to delineate the area serviced by one TODA from that of another;

WHEREAS, consequently, the agreement inevitably increased the volume of tricycle services to such an extent that the number of tricycle units servicing each zone/route far exceeded the allotted Route Measured Capacity (RMC) thereof;